Legal Associate
DRI Healthcare Trust is managed by DRI Capital Inc. (“DRI”), a pioneer in global pharmaceutical royalty monetization.
We accelerate therapeutic innovation by providing capital to inventors, academic institutions and biopharma
companies. We provide uniquely favorable exposure for investors through a diversified, risk-mitigated portfolio of
therapeutic assets that aims to generate attractive returns and significant growth potential. We focus on medicines
that matter – pursuing deals for medicines that have a demonstrable positive impact on the world, aiming to acquire
dependable, patent-protected cash flow streams derived from the sales of those important drugs. Since our founding
in 1989, DRI has deployed more than $2 billion, acquiring more than 60 royalties on 40-plus drugs, including Eylea,
Spinraza, Zytiga, Remicade, Keytruda and Stelara. DRI manages the assets and identifies, evaluates and completes
transactions for new assets held within DRI Healthcare Trust. DRI Healthcare Trust’s units are listed and trade on the
Toronto Stock Exchange. To learn more, visit drihealthcaretrust.com or follow us on LinkedIn.
Job Overview
This position will primarily support and work with DRI’s investment team as an integral member of the team
executing investments. The position will also have general duties within the broader legal department, including
responsibilities related to asset monitoring, corporate governance, compliance and litigation matters. This role can
be based in either New York or Toronto.
Skills and Qualifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3-5 years at either a law firm or in-house legal department
Significant experience with intellectual property in the healthcare space or significant corporate
transactional experience
JD required and admission to the NY bar
Strong communication skills: ability to present clear and practical analysis and recommendations to the
investment team and senior management
Strong analytical and problem-solving skills and attention to detail
Self-motivated and proactive; eager to take ownership and able to advance work independently
A strong desire to learn and to broaden one’s legal and managerial skills

The successful candidate will add value to the firm by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Playing a key role on deal teams by negotiating transaction documents, progressing transactions to
closing and conducting due diligence
Assisting with the legal aspects of financing transactions
Providing legal support in relation to the management of investments
Working with other members of the department and external counsel to support the firm’s corporate
governance and regulatory obligations
Educating senior executives in regard to legal and risk management issues
Advising internal clients at a variety of levels by communicating clear, concise and actionable legal advice

